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A wealthy and notorious clan, the Bellefleurs live in a region not unlike the Adirondacks, in an enormous
mansion on the shores of mythic Lake Noir. They own vast lands and profitable businesses, they employ
their neighbors, and they influence the government. A prolific and eccentric group, they include several
millionaires, a mass murderer, a spiritual seeker who climbs into the mountains looking for God, a wealthy
noctambulist who dies of a chicken scratch.

Bellefleur traces the lives of several generations of this unusual family. At its center is Gideon Bellefleur and
his imperious, somewhat psychic, very beautiful wife, Leah, their three children (one with frightening
psychic abilities), and the servants and relatives, living and dead, who inhabit the mansion and its environs.
Their story offers a profound look at the world's changeableness, time and eternity, space and soul, pride and
physicality versus love. Bellefleur is an allegory of caritas versus cupiditas, love and selflessness versus pride
and selfishness. It is a novel of change, baffling complexity, mystery.

Written with a voluptuousness and startling immediacy that transcends Joyce Carol Oates's early works,
Bellefleur is widely regarded as a masterwork—a feat of literary genius that forces us "to ask again how
anyone can possibly write such books, such absolutely convincing scenes, rousing in us, again and again, the
familiar Oates effect, the point of all her art: joyful terror gradually ebbing toward wonder" (John Gardner).
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From reader reviews:

Kimberly Thibault:

Now a day those who Living in the era just where everything reachable by interact with the internet and the
resources inside it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each details they get. How a lot more to
be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the solution is reading a book. Looking at a
book can help people out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Bellefleur book because this book
offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the details in this book hundred percent guarantees there is
no doubt in it you may already know.

Ethel Fung:

Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their down time with their family, or
their friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, about to beach, or picnic inside
the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Will you something different to fill
your current free time/ holiday? May be reading a book could be option to fill your free time/ holiday. The
first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want to attempt look
for book, may be the book untitled Bellefleur can be good book to read. May be it might be best activity to
you.

Patricia Briggs:

Is it you who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by means of watching television programs
or just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Bellefleur can be the response, oh how comes?
It's a book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this brand-new era
is common not a geek activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Haley Berg:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book seemed to be rare? Why
so many query for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some
people likes studying, not only science book but novel and Bellefleur or perhaps others sources were given
information for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel desire to read more and more.
Science reserve was created for teacher or even students especially. Those books are helping them to put
their knowledge. In different case, beside science book, any other book likes Bellefleur to make your spare
time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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